
For the influencers, the challengers, and for those who are true thinkers. This is an exclusive 
programme for individuals who want to be challenged and gain highly valuable work experience 

and an academic qualification.

Your first career move is important and we offer you a flying start to find your preferred career path, 
talent and strengths, where you can make an impact and secure your future within the industry.

Find your future in Financial Services
We are recruiting now for our 40 talented graduates to join 

our prestigious 2017 - 2019 Programme. 

Further information at:

http://www.buzzwales.com/graduate-programme/  Twitter @WelshFSgrads

YouTube Channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoD7sxCKzXAH8TqouZvgXoA

The WFSGP is partly funded by the European Social Fund.

Supported by: 



The WFSGP is a unique, EU funded 
partnership between leading financial 
services employers, academia and the 
Welsh Financial Services Forum, which 
aims to build a talent pool to support 
the growing sector in Cardiff.

Career Choice
The opportunity to sample a wide spectrum of careers and corporate cultures and find your 
strengths and areas of specialism through 4 x six month placements. 

We offer placements across risk, compliance, marketing, HR, commercial account management, 
product development, innovation, project management etc. within multi-national and sme 
organisations. You will have the opportunity to rotate several times allowing you to research 
which areas of financial Services suits you.

“I don’t think many graduates are aware of how many different opportunities there are in 
financial services in Wales. Having the opportunity to try out different job roles has been 
a really good chance for me to find out more about the many different areas of financial 
services. There’s definitely something to suit everyone.”

2 Years, Paid Experience 
& Training
High level work experience and training 
designed to challenge and stretch, delivered 
by leading financial services employers.

“I’ve had a great experience so far. I’m 
actively involved in ongoing projects 
such as automation and improvement 
existing systems, and implementing a 
new treasury management system. I’ve 
also had the chance to travel and meet the 
teams working outside the UK operations. 
It’s helping me build up a vision of the 
career path I want to pursue.”

“A typical day for me will involve 
checking loan requirements and liaising 
with banks in the morning and a more 
analytical role in the afternoon including 
using the Bloomberg terminal to find 
average foreign exchange and LIBOR 
rates for the month”.

Academic Achievement
A fully funded MSc in Financial Services 
Management enabling you to learn, and 
apply academic knowledge and theory of 
risk management, business analysis and 
leadership & management to your work 
based projects. 

“The ability to study a funded MSc 
meant progression without debt! 
Every fortnight, I attend university 
in Cardiff, where the assignments are 
based mainly on my workplace. It’s a 
great way for me to apply what I’ve 
learnt in university to the working 
environment”

Career Progression
Excellent career progression for graduates with the right attitude and skills and the 
opportunity to build a large network of senior contacts. We aim to secure permanent roles for 
all our graduates. 

“After two months on the Graduate Programme, I was successful in securing a 
permanent position as an Underwriter in Atradius. I am over the moon with my 
appointment which is going to enable me to build my career in the risk sector, 
learning new skills, be challenged, work with a fabulous team and be part of a 
growing professional company” 

Support & Guidance
A highly supportive environment. You 
will be assigned a mentor for on-the-
job coaching and advice and a Liaison 
Manager to support your wellbeing and 
on-going progress.

“My communication & technical skills 
improved in leaps and bounds and this 
is due to having frequent reviews with 
mentors / managers and one of the 
key focuses of the scheme is around 
development”

Individual Social 
Responsibility
You will help to inspire other students & 
graduates to consider careers within the 
industry by organising the biennial Welsh 
Finance Conference and by participating 
in many other related volunteering 
opportunities. 

“Organising the Welsh Finance 
Conference was a great learning curve, 
not only did we learn new skills in 
planning, teamwork, marketing, sales 
etc. we were proud to have raised 
thousands for charity and hopefully 
inspired many other students to  
consider careers in the industry”.

Friendship!
A large friendship group - our graduates regularly meet socially and support each other.

“The great thing about this scheme is that evenings often mean an opportunity to 
meet up with the other graduates socially which is a great way to finish off a busy day 
of hard work!”

Do you want to benefit from a tailored learning and development experience?

If you have have achieved a 2.1 degree in any discipline and can demonstrate the determination, attitude and 
resilience to succeed,  please send your CV and a covering letter explaining your interest in the Programme 
electronically to Annette Worrall, Graduate Liaison Manager at WFSGP@callcentrewales.co.uk or by post to 
Welsh Financial Services Graduate Programme, 13, Bradenham Place, Penarth, CF64 2AG 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require any further advice or guidance.

Shortlisted candidates will undertake online testing and a telephone interview, if successful, candidates  
will be invited to Assessment Centres in Cardiff.
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